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Order code

Type

PGREPAIR

REPAIR WAX

Picture

Packaging
12 pc = 1 pack

Product description
Repair kit for minor and medium-severe damaged laminate, vinyl or parquet floors (flat surfaces
and edges).
 Order code: PGREPAIR
 Packaging quantity: 1
 Contents: 1 melter, 1 cleaning comb, 1 grey sanding pad, 1 green/white pad, 7 wax blocks
and 1 instruction manual. Batteries not included.
Characteristics
 Mixture of mineral waxes colored with earth and oxide dyes.
 Good adhesion properties.
 Colour shades can be mixed together during melting.
 Can be easily stripped off by means of the special fillers application, a chisel or the metal
planer.
 Good elasticity (no development of cracks).
Applications
Pergo® laminate, Pergo® Vinyl and Pergo® Parquet stand for quality. The laminate floor consists
of a hard core of a high-quality HDF board, which makes the Pergo® floor extremely wear and
impact resistant. Pergo® is also a laminate with an exceptionally resistant wear layer.
Pergo® Parquet floors are composed of 100% natural materials and treated with lacquer or oil for
optimal protection.
When a very sharp object falls on the floor from a fair height (e.g. the point of some scissors), it is
sometimes unavoidable for the floor to sustain slight damage. The Pergo® Repair Wax can be
used to repair the light damaged area.
Specifications
 MATCHING REPAIR: The Pergo® Repair Wax offers a matching solution for every Pergo®
Laminate, Vinyl and Parquet floor. This enables you to optimize the colour to the shade
that best matches the damaged plank.
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EASY AND FAST: The room looks nicely finished, without having to change the damaged
plank.
A COMPLETE REPAIR KIT: All the elements needed for repairing every Pergo® floor are
available in one and the same kit.
SHELF LIFE: unlimited (stored at room temperature, in unopened original container)
SOFTENING POINT: 76°C (ISO 2207) – Dropping point: 81°C (DIN 51801)

Safety Precautions
The product is neither subject to the Hazardous Freight Regulations nor to the Dangerous
Substances Directive.
1). Preparation:
Proper preparation is important. Clean the
damage on the floor first and make sure it is
free from dust, oil, wax and grease.

2). Choose your colours:
Choose your colours according to the
recommendations on www.pergo.com.
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3). Melt and mix

4). Filling

5). Levelling:
Use the sharp edge of the filler to scrape
off excess material.
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6). Precise adjustment:
For a precise adjustment of the wood pattern
you can scratch the area to be restored with
a pointed item and fill it with a darker colour.

7). Degrease using the grey sanding pad

8). Adjust the gloss level:
Use the green side of the green/white pad to
make the area more glossy. Use the white
side to make it more matt.

For more information, see www.pergo.com.
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